
20 – No Music, No Life!
LA COOPÉRATIVE DE MAI
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The May Cooperative celebrates its 20th anniversary in March 2020. 20 years is the age of a

constantly rejuvenated audience that made the hall its focal point. 20 years is the dizzying tally of

activism, support for local artists, land clearing that have resolutely placed Clermont-Ferrand on the

map of cities that matter.

Proud of its work, of its importance in the local fabric, the Coopé then sees big and high: the team

dreams of a beautiful book, which will be classified among the works of art. Because contrary to

what Serge Gainsbourg, whose street of the hall bears the name, said, the team does not believe in

the hierarchy between high and low culture, between learned music and popular music. The

legendary humility of Didier Veillault and his troops has its limits: they want to strike hard by bringing

in indisputable sizes. They offer photographer Julien Mignot and JD Beauvallet, co-founder of Les

Inrockuptibles. Both are real references and have personal ties to the region. Julien Mignot had

already worked in 2005, he was finishing a year residency at the May Cooperative. His work became

his first book. 15 years later, he pinches himself when he is contacted again by the

Clermont-Ferrand room: he is asked to think, with JD Beauvallet, about a carte blanche to realize a

new work, this time on the occasion of the twentieth anniversary of the Coopé.
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